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Chapter 1

Nana Rose’s house sat upon a hill, with a river at the 
bottom, trees down along the paddock and a rugged stony 
road leading to the door. It was miles from anywhere and, 
in the summer, the front door was permanently open wel-
coming any number of visitors, cats, birds and wildlife into 
the hall. The herb garden, pungent with dill and sage was 
overgrown and as wild as the meadows above the house. 
The Peters family travelled every year to see Nana but it was 
Emily who always insisted on staying the whole summer 
long whilst everyone else wanted to jet off to somewhere hot 
or exotic sounding. For Emily, seeing the paddock from the 
main road, was just the first hint of adventures to come and 
she was brimming with excitement for what lay ahead.

It was the first day of the summer holidays. As always, ten 
year old Emily had her rucksack packed the night before. She 
had her hair brush sticking out of the top of the ruck sack so 
that it was handy to brush her long brown hair whenever she 
wanted to. Her full water bottle was neatly tucked into the 
side pocket ready for the journey ahead. Emily’s sister Lizzie 
however, who was five years older, was sitting on the floor in 
her bedroom with what appeared to be her entire wardrobe 
piled high around her wondering what to pack. 

‘Do you need a hand?’ Emily asked standing at the door. 
‘I think I do,’ Lizzie sighed. 
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Emily started to extract various items of clothing from 
the ring around Lizzie. ‘It’s a French exchange you are going 
on in Paris Lizzie so I’m thinking where will you be going 
and what will you be doing?’ She held up a dress, ‘Louvre,’ 
a pair of jeans, ‘Eiffel Tower,’ a pale blue skirt, ‘evening 
restaurant.’ This process continued amidst lots of giggling 
and in no time at all, Lizzie’s suitcase was full, zipped and 
secured with a shiny pink padlock attached. Both girls 
headed downstairs with their luggage to the front door 
where their Dad was already packing up the car. 

As the car headed off down the road, Lizzie sat in the back 
seat and texted Lucille in Paris. Lucille was to be her French 
host in Paris, and the two had been pen-friends for over a year 
now. ‘I am on my way. I’m so excited. See you soon.’ Helped 
along with a snooze, the journey to Nana’s house seemed to 
go quickly despite the detour to the airport to drop off Lizzie.

‘Babu, Babu!’ Emily shouted with glee out through the window 
as she saw Nana’s beautiful white cat strolling stealthily down 
towards them as if he knew they were coming and was wel-
coming them. 

‘I hope Nana’s got the kettle on,’ Emily’s mother, Mary, 
murmured to herself somewhat relieved to have reached the 
house before nightfall. 

‘If I know Mum, she’ll have more than just the kettle on 
for us,’ said Bruce, Emily’s father.

As the car drew up, Emily rushed out and ran very fast 
around the side of the house hearing classical piano music 
which was loudly playing from within. She knew exactly where 
her Nana would be and dashed towards the kitchen shouting, 
‘Nana, we’re here,’ before rushing into her arms, all buttered 
hands, as her Nana Rose was putting the final touches to her 
yummy apple flan. A huge hug ensued that lasted until Mary 
arrived into the kitchen carrying gifts from the car.

The kitchen was by far the busiest room in Nana Rose’s 
home. It was a big wide room, with washing always drying on 
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the high rack above the racing green Aga. This was definitely 
the cosiest spot to sit in front of during the winter months. 
There was an old wooden chair that was placed at the far end of 
the kitchen table and, as always, Babu was already curled up on 
it claiming the space as his own. He was quite unfazed by the 
loud conversation, and clatter from the noisy visiting family.

‘So, where are you going to this year?’ Nana asked Mary.
‘It’s Greece this year. A small island called Milos. It’s 

quite a trek I know but we are leaving the car in Manchester 
and flying on from there.’ 

Bruce gave his daughter a gentle squeeze, and whispered 
into Emily’s ear, ‘There is still time for you to come with us 
Emily, if you’d like?’ 

Emily looked up smiling with her warm big blue eyes and 
said, ‘Dad, you know I don’t like the heat and I love it here. 
You and Mum are to go on holiday and have a nice roman-
tic time together on your own. Nana said last year that she 
would show me how to play the cello this summer.’ 

Bruce glanced over at Nana catching her eye, and they 
both looked up at the shelf beside the sideboard. 

On the shelf, between the cookery books, was a large pho-
tograph frame. Emily was the only one to notice their brief 
glance across to the picture before Nana busily returned to 
her cooking. Emily strained her neck upward in the seat to 
look at the large photograph but before she could wriggle 
out from her father’s arms, dinner was being served and she 
soon forgot about taking a closer look.

That night saw the family tucking into the tasty hot stew. 
The room was filled with chatter and joke telling followed 
by bed time and lights out. There is something about being 
in the countryside that just makes for a good night’s slum-
ber; especially that first night which ignited vivid dreams 
full of wonder for all the Peters family. Not a sound could 
be heard outside except for the distant call of the barn owl 
which sounded almost in perfect time with the grandfather 
clock downstairs in the hall. 
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The next day, Emily’s parents headed off early on their 
travels following breakfast and Emily sat on the front step 
watching the car trundle down the stony paddock road, 
before disappearing only to rise again on the winding road 
going back up towards Carlisle. A tiny Dad’s hand could 
be seen waving from the car window and Emily jumped up 
waving back so she could be seen.

The sun was out and fluffy white clouds moved in slow 
motion across the sky. The house was surrounded by a 
mature, somewhat rugged garden. At the top of the garden, 
towards the back of the house, stood an old oak tree, under 
which Emily liked to read in the afternoon. Emily walked 
along the dry-stone wall, which she thought was getting 
very over-grown. This year, the apples on the trees were 
small but plentiful. 

‘By the looks of things, we are going to have a bumper 
harvest this year Emily,’ Nana said coming out into the 
garden to join her. ‘I still have some jars of apple chutney 
from last year to be given away to some of my friends when 
they come to the house. Please remind me to take the jars 
from the larder when someone comes round.’ 

‘Yes, will do,’ Emily replied, always happy to help out. 
‘Gardener Bill is coming round this week to fix the lawn-

mower, it’s making a clunking noise. Can you give me a 
hand to do some cutting back in the herb garden?’ Nana 
Rose turned and reached up for an apple and examined it 
closely for a moment pushing up her glasses as she did so. 
She looked funny when she squinted never sure whether she 
could see things better up close or at a distance. 

‘You’ll find some secateurs on the shelf at the back of the 
barn.’ 

Emily wandered over to the barn. 
‘I have a hoe and a basket for the weeding,’ her Nana 

shouted out in her soft lyrical voice. 
The earthy dank air in the barn, with old rusty bikes and 
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bags of soil and soot in the corner, housed all sorts of equip-
ment. Those bikes must have been Dad’s, Emily thought, 
slowly shaking her head trying to imagine anyone being 
able to even attempt to cycle up all the high fells close to the 
house. Dad liked his sailing though and it was a pity to see 
his old Dart 18 dinghy sitting unused on a trailer with the 
tyres long deflated at the far end of the barn.

After a short spell of work in the garden, Emily ventured 
off towards the oak tree behind the house to see the two 
horses, Molly and Milly, she had not seen since last year. 
She fed them with lots of long grass from Nana’s garden, 
seeing as the horses had munched their own grass down to 
the very tiniest of shoots. It felt so good to be back and to 
savour the long afternoon outside in the meadow accompa-
nied by Babu who was happy to tag along. Emily sat down 
at the foot of the old oak tree, which was a peaceful place 
to read. She loved the sound of the birds that nested high in 
the branches. Babu, who had been curled up asleep beside 
her, yawned and stretched before getting to his feet at dusk. 
Emily closed her book and followed the cat back through 
the orchard.


